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Programme Specific Outcome

1. Students will get a strong and valuable knowledge of mathematics which will help them to

think logically and apply them in both their personal and professional life.

2. Students will have the ability to formulate and then solve critical and complex problems.

3. Students will be able to create an interdisciplinary relation between different subjects.

4. Students will have a creative and logical mind by which they can analyze and solve practical

problems in their life.

5. Students will apply appropriate techniques and also have the ability of modeling complex

and challenging problems.

6. Students  will  recognize  the  need  of  self  learning  and  life-long  learning  to  demonstrate

theirknowledge in their personal development as well as the development of the society.



B.Sc. First Year 
Semester - I

Course Code: Bmath-101

Course Title : Algebra – 1 
(Classical Algebra, Modern Algebra and Trigonometry)

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Understand  some basics inequalities involving geometric and arithmetic means, and some

fundamental inequalities like Cauchy-Schwarz’s, Holder’s and Minkowski’s inequalities.
2. Understand some basics of  the theory of  equations like polynomials,  Descarte’s  rule of

signs, relation between roots and coefficients, symmetric functions of roots, transformation
of equations, solution of cubic equations by Cardan’s method and biquadratic equations by
Ferrari’s method.

3. Understand some basics of  series,  Cauchy’s general  principle for  convergence  of series,
geometric series, comparison tests, convergence and divergence of  p-series, Cauchy’s root
test,  D’Alembert’s  ratio  test,  Raabe’s  test,  logarithmic  test,  D’Morgan  & Bertrand test,
Leibnitz’s test for alternating series, conditional and absolute convergence.

4. Understand equivalence relations and partitions,  groups and some elementary properties,
subgroups,  Abelian  groups,  cyclic  groups,  permutation  groups,  symmetric  groups,
alternating  groups,  coset  decomposition,  Lagrange’s  theorem,  Fermat’s  and  Wilson’s
theorem, isomorphism of groups and their elementary properties and Cayley’s theorem.

5. Understand  different  types of  matrices,  elementary operations on  matrices,  inverse  of  a
matrix, linear independence of row and column matrices, row rank, column rank and rank of
a matrix, eigenvalues, eigenvectors and characteristic equation of a matrix, Cayley Hamilton
theorem and its use in finding inverse of a matrix.

6. Undetstand De’Moivre’s theorem and its applications, expansion of trigonometric functions,
exponential values for circular functions, complex argument,  Gregory’s series,  hyperbolic
functions, summation of series and infinite products.



B.Sc. First Year
Semester - II

Course Code: Bmath-202

Course Title : Calculus & ODE 
(Differential and Integral Calulus & Ordinary Deifferential Equations)

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Understand the basic concepts of limit and continuity of functions using (ε-δ) definition,

successive differentiation, Leibnitz’s theorem and its applications.
2. Know about Rolle’s theorem, Lagrange’s and Cauchy’s mean value theorems, Taylor’s and

Maclaurin’s  theorem  with  Lagrange’s  and  Cauchy’s  form of  remainders,  indeterminate
forms, L’hospital’s rule and expansion of some standard functions.

3. Understand  the  basic  concepts  of  limit  and  continuity  of  functions  of  two  and  three
variables,  partial  differentiation, Euler’s theorem on homogeneous functions of  two and
three variables, maxima and minima of functions of two variables.

4. Find the curvature,  radius of  curvature for  the Cartesian,  parametric,  implicit  and polar
equations, asymptoes.

5. Understand integration as the limit  of  a  sum,  fundamental  theorem of  integral  calculus,
definite  integrals  and  some  reduction  formulae  for  indefinite  and  definite  integrals,
quadrature and rectification.

6. Understand the working knowledge of double integrals,  Jacobian, change of variables in
double integrals and applications of double integrals like volume and surface areas of solid
revolution.

7. Gain knowledge on ordinary  differential  equations  of  first  order  and first  degree,  exact
equations, integrating factors, linear equations and equations reducible to linear form, total
differential equations, method of solutions and their geometrical interpretation, orthogonal
tajectory.

8. Gain knowledge on ordinary differential equations of first order but not of the first degree
solvable for x, y and p, Clairaut’s equation and singular solutions.

9. Gain knowledge on linear  second order  differential  equations with constant  coefficients,
homogeneous  linear  equations,  complementary  functions  and  particular  integrals,  power
series solutions at ordinary and regular singular points.



B.Sc. Second Year
Semester - III

Course Code: Bmath-303

Course Title : Geometry, Vectors and Theory of Probability

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Understand the basic concept of conics, rotation of axes and classification of conics and

polar equations of conics.
2. Know  about  the  properties  of  Sphere,  Cylindrical  surfaces,  conicoids,  paraboloids,

generating lines and solve these related problems.
3. To  make  clear  concept  of  Sphere,  Cone,  Cylinder,  Ellipsoid,  Hyperboloid,  Paraboloid

referred to principal axes and solve different types of problems.
4. Able to  understand Transformation of rectangular  axes  by translation,  rotation and their

combinations, Tangent and Normal, Envelpoing cone and Reciprocal cone.
5. Gain idea of vector triple product and its application, understand about limit and continuity

of vector functions and using this idea solve some problems, also know the differentiation
and integration of vector functions.

6. Able to  understand concept  of  scalar and vector  fields,  Directional  derivative,  Gradient,
Divergence and Curl,  their properties,  Green’s theorem in a plane,  Stokes’ theorem and
Divergence theorem.

7. Know the basic concept of random experiments, simple and compound events, eventspace,
classical and frequency definitions of probability, axioms of probability, Bayes’ theorem.

8. Understand independent events, Bernoulli trials and binomial law. Poisson trials, probability
distribution  function,  continuous  and  discrete  distribution:  Binomial,  Poisson,  Gamma,
Uniform and Normal distributions.

9. Know about transformation of random variable, Two dimensional probability distributions,
Discrete and continuous distributions, conditional distributions.

10. Understand the concepts of mathematical expectation, mean, variance, moments and central
moments,  moment generating function, characteristic equation.

11. Know the idea of Tchebychef’s inequality, statement of Bernoulli’s limit theorem, law of
large numbers, Poisson’s approximation to binomial distribution and normal approximation
to binomial distribution, statement of central limit theorem.



B.Sc. Second Year
Semester - IV

Course Code: Bmath-404

Course Title : Mechanics
(Statics, Dynamics & Rigid dynamics)

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Understand what are coplanar forces and learn the conditions under which coplanar forces

acting on a body be in equilibrium.
2. Learn about the equilibrium of strings in our day today life, like a rope tied between two

poles for drying cloths electric wires between two electric poles etc. 
3. Have a clear idea of catenary, this knowledge will help them understand hanging bridges.
4. Understand the difference between stable, unstable and neutral equilibrium. They will learn

why heavy bottom objects are more stable than the top heavy objects.
5. Understand Motion in a straight line under variable acceleration, Simple Harmonic motion
6. Be able to understand Motion in a plane under central forces, Central orbit, Tangential and

normal components of acceleration and Circular motion.
7. Make a clear concept of Motion of a particle in a plane under different laws of resistance,

motion of a projectile in a resisting medium, terminal velocity.
8. Gain clear concept of Motion of a particle under the Inverse square law in a plane, Kepler’s

laws of planetarymotion.
9. Able  to  understand  Equation of  motion of  a  particle  of  varying mass  and problems of

varying mass.
10. Understand about rigid dynamics-momental ellipsoid, equimomental system.
11. Know  about  D’Alembert’s  principle,  D’Alembert’s  equations  of  motion,  principle  of

conservations of linear and angular momentum, independence of the motion of centre of
inertia and the motion relative to the centre of inertia.

12. Gain an idea about the equation of motion of a rigid body about a fixed axis, expression for
kinetic energy and moment of momentum of a rigid body moving about a fixed axis.

13. Know  about  compound  pendulum,  its  point  of  suspension  and  centre  of  oscillation,
minimum time of oscillation.



B.Sc. Third Year (Honours)
Semester – V (A)

Course Code: Bmath-505

Course Title : Algebra – II
(Abstract Algebra & Linear Algebra)

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Understand  the  concepts  of normal  subgroups,  quotient  groups,  homomorphism  and

isomorphism of  groups,  automorphism groups,  Cayley’s  theorem.  They  will  also  learn
Counting  principle  and  Class  equation  of  a  finite  group,  Cauchy’s  theorem and  Sylow
theorem along with p-Sylow subgroups.

2. Understand  the  concepts  of  rings  and  elementary properties  of  rings,  integral  domains,
division rings, fields and related theorems. They will also learn the notion of ideals, quotient
rings,  homomorphism and isomorphism of rings,  isomorphism theorems,  maximal  ideal,
prime ideal and Principal ideal.

3. Understand  the basic concepts  and elementary  proprties  of  Euclidean rings,  polynomial
rings, Eisenstein irreducibility criterion and Unique Factorization Domain.

4. Understand vector spaces over a field K, subspace, linear dependence and independence,
basis, dimension, existence theorem for basis, existence of a complement of a subspace of a
finite dimensional vector space.

5. Understand  quotient  space   and  its  dimension,  linear  transformation,  isomorphism and
isomorphism theorems, representation of linear transformation as matrices, algebra of linear
transformation,  Rank and Nullity theorem, change of basis,  dual space, annihilator of a
subspace, quadratic and hermitian forms.

6. Understand  inner  product  spaces,  Cauchy-Schwarz’s  inequality,  orthogonal  vectors  and
orthogonal complements, orthonormal sets and  orthonormal basis, Bessel’s inequality for
finite dimensional vector spaces and Gram-Schmidth orthogonalization process.



B.Sc. Third Year (Honours)
Semester – V (B)

Course Code: Bmath-506

Course Title : Analysis – I
(Real Analysis)

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. understand the order completeness of the real numbers, Archimedian property, bounded sets

and their bounds, limit points, Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem for sets, open and closed sets
and related theorems, concept of compactness and Heine-Borel theorem.

2. Understand  sequences,  limit  points,   Bolzano-Weierstrass  theorem,  Cauchy  sequence,
Cauchy’s  general  principle  of  convergence,  convergent  sequences  and  their  properties,
monotonic  sequences  and  their  properties,  subsequences,  limit  supremum  and  limit
infimum, nested interval theorem.

3. Understand the different types of discontinuities,  properties of continuous functions on a
closed interval, uniform continuity.

4. Understand upper and lower Riemann integrals, Darboux theorems, integrability conditions,
Riemann integral as a limit of sum,  inequalities for integrals, integral functions and mean
value theorems.

5. Understand  different  types  of  improper  integrals,  its  evaluations  and  convergence  of
improper  integrals,  Beta  function,  Gamma  function,  Abel’s  test,  Dirichlet’s  test  and
Frullani’s integral.

6. Understand  differentiability  and  differentials  of  functions  of  several  variables,  partial
derivatives of higher order, Young’s and Schwarz’s theorems, differentials of higher order,
functions  of  functions,  derivation  of  composite  functions  (the  chain  rule),  change  of
variables.

7. Understand the concepts of line integrals, double and repeated integrals, Green’s theorem in
the plane, evaluation of area and change in the order of integration, surface integrals, Stokes’
theorem, volume integrals, triple integrals, Gauss divergence theorem and its applications.



B.Sc. Third Year (Honours)
Semester – V (C)

Course Code: Bmath-507

Course Title : Numerical Analysis and  Computer Programming in C

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Learn about what is computer programming and how to write C-programs properly.
2. Will have a clear idea about basic model of a computer, algorithm and flowchart.
3. Learn about the identifiers and keywords of C language, variables and data-types, operators

and expressions, basic input/output statements.
4. Able  to  write  simple  C-programs  using  conditional  statements  and  loops,  logical  and

conditional operators. 
5. Have a clear concept of conditional statements like  if,  if else, while,  do-while loop, for

loop. Also gain knowledge of break, switch, continue, goto statements.
6. Learn what are arrays, and how to insert or delete elements in an array.
7. Learn what are functions, library functions and how to write their own functions within a C

program.
8. Able to write C programs like a) calculate compound interest b) find the sum of a given

series  c)  convert  octal  to  decimal  numbers  d)generate  Fibonacci  series  of  numbers,  e)
finding  solution  of  linear  equations  f)  Numerical  integration  g)ordinary  differential
equations etc.

9. Know about the basics of numerical analysis, types of Operators, finite difference.
10. Understand  about  interpolation,  students  are  capable  to  solve  the  problems  related  to

interpolation,  Newton’s  forward and backward interpolation formulae,  Newton’s divided
difference formulae, Lagrance’s and Hermite’s interpolation formulae.

11. Gain the concept of numerical differentiation, numerical integration, their formulae and their
application in solving problems.

12. Know the method to find the numerical solution of ODEs using Picard, Euler,  Runge –
Kutta methods.

13. Able to find the solution of Algebraic and Transcendental equation using method of Iteration
and Newton – Raphson method.

14. Understand the solving of system of algebraic equation using Gauss elimination method.



B.Sc. Third Year (Honours)
Semester – VI (A)

Course Code: Bmath-608

Course Title : Partial Differential Equations
Laplace Transforms and Calculus of Variations

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. Gain knowledge on the origin of first order Partial Differential Equations (PDE), formation

of PDE by eliminating arbitrary constants and arbitrary functions, Cauchy’s problem of first
order equations, complete integral, particular integral, singular integral and general integral.

2. Understand  Lagrange’s  method of  solving  linear  PDE of  order  one and its  geometrical
interpretation, linear equations with n independent variables.

3. Gain  knowledge  on  solving  non-linear  PDE  of  order  one  for  different  standard  forms,
Charpit’s method and Jacobi’s method.

4. Understand  second  order  PDE,  solution  of  linear  homogeneous  PDE  with  constant
coefficients,  find  complete  solutions,  equations  reducible  to  linear  forms  with  constant
coefficients and Monge’s method.

5. Understand  the  definition of  Laplace  transformation,  kernal  of  integral  transformation,
existence of Laplace transformation and transformation of some elementary functions.

6. Understand some basic  properties of  Laplace transformation, first  translation or  shifting
theorem, second translation or Heaviside’s shifting theorem, differentiation property, change
of scale property, Laplace transformation of derivatives of order n with theorems.

7. Understand inverse  Laplace transformation and related theorems, first and second shifting
properties, convolution theorems, properties and examples of convolution and application of
Laplace transformation in solving PDE.

8. Gain knowledge on the Fundamental Theorem on Calculus of Variation, Euler’s equations,
necessary conditions for extremums, sufficient conditions for extremums of higher order
variations, Legendre’s condition for extremums, Brachistochron problems and extension of
the variational case (several dependent variables) with examples.



B.Sc. Third Year (Honours)
Semester – VI (B)

Course Code: Bmath-609

Course Title : Analysis – II
(Metric spaces and Complex Analysis)

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to
1. understand the basic concepts of metric spaces, diameter and boundedness of sets, distance

between two subsets, fundmental inequalities like Holder and Minkowski inequalities, some
function spaces, open balls, open sets and properties, closed sets, neighbourhood of a point,
limit points, interior, exterior and frontier points, closure of a set and dense subsets.

2. Understand convergent sequences,  Cauchy sequences and completeness in metric spaces,
Cantor intersection theorem, continuous functions, uniform continuity and homeomorphism.

3. Understand compact metric spaces, sequential compactness, Bolzano-Weierstrass property,
totally  boundedness,  finite  intersection  property,  equivalence  among  the  kinds  of
compactness, continuous functions and compact sets.

4. Understand the concept of limits, continuity and differentiability of functions of complex
variables,  the necessary and sufficient condition for a function to be analytic, method of
constructing  a  regular  function,  polar  form of  Cauchy-Riemann  equations and  complex
equations of a straight line and a circle.

5. Understand  the  concept  of  conformal  mappings,  Jacobian  of  transformation,  bilinear
transformation  and  fixed  points,  types  of  bilinear  transformations,  preservation of  cross
ratio, family of circles and straight lines under bilinear transformations.



B.Sc. Third Year (Honours)
Semester – VI (C)

Course Code: Bmath-610

Course Title : Special Theory of Relativity & Tensors
(Optional Paper )

Course Outcome

This course offers the students to 
1. Have basic aspects of special theory of relativity.
2. Understand what is inertial frames, Galilean transformation. 
3. Will have the concept of space and time, postulates of STR.
4. Learn about Lorentz transformation equations, the consequences of Lorentz transformation

equations like Relativity of simultaneity, Einstein’s time distillation or apparent retardation
of clocks.

5. Have knowledge of Relativistic Dynamics (Redefined momentum, The relativistic force law
and , the Dynamics of a single particle,  Equivalence of Mass and Energy,  E=mc2 and its
consequences)

6. Also learn about transformation properties of Momentum, Energy, Mass and Force.
7. Know  about  Space  of  N-dimension,  transformation  of  co-ordinates,  contravariant  and

covariant vectors,  Tensor of first order,  Tensor of second order,  Tensors of higher ranks,
Mixed  tensors,  Kronecker  delta  symbol,  Invariant  or  scalar,  Algebraic  operations  with
tensors. Addition and subtraction of tensors, contraction, product of tensors, inner product,
symmetric and skew symmetric tensor. 


